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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
Drawing as Wayfinding is a methodical and fluid approach using drawing as a ideation tool. Participants will use 
drawing to think through thoughts, emotions, ideas and further it’s uses as a communication tool. Through using 
a personal journal (either a found book, blank book, sketch book or multiple layered substrate). Artists will create 
sketches, mind maps, drawings from life, drawings from imagination, collaborative drawings, poetry, word 
associations and plein air works. Drawings will vary in size from small to massive. Participants should bring a 
destination, physical, emotional, problem or situation they are seeking truth in. We as a class will work through 
the situation through drawing. Furthermore, prompts will be asked | stated at the beginning of each class to 
promote the next step in each drawing. Drawing tools such as Chinese and Buddhist calligraphy brushes will be 
used with Sumi ink. Common items such as paper, pencils and erasers will be utilized as well. Personal journals 
will be akin to a recording of where you were, placement of where you are and going. Each page will be filled and 
does not have to be shared directly. As the workshop does not seek to have an answer to a question posed in the 
beginning only, to ruminate, seek answers in the question with others and self. Drawing will be broken down into 
five paradigms that we will explore- drawing as design, seeing, experience and expression and visual language. 
Drawing techniques will touch on each paradigm, with the goal of not a specific style but cultivating the artists 
visual language and increasing their drawing capacity.  Open to all skill levels.  
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 

➢ Blackwing matte pencils, soft graphite and dark lines.  Blackwing Matte Pencils (12 Pack) | An Iconic 
Pencil | Blackwing602.com 
 

➢ Minimum 80–120-page drawing paper substrate (Any carriable drawing pad 5”x7” inch, 8”x5” inch, 9”x12” 
inch, 11”x14”, 18”x24”. We will be drawing at various sites on and off campus. Bound books, personal 
books, found books, journals, fiction books, hard back, soft back, non-fiction books, personal books. 
Sometimes it’s much easier to find bargain bin copies of books or loved books and turn them into a 
marginalia.)  This can be any book blank, found or written the participant would like to work through 
while in workshop.   
 

➢ Neutral ink: (1 ea) black, brown (6oz or 12 oz) 
 
https://www.dickblick.com/products/daniel-smith-walnut-ink/  
 
OR 
 
 https://www.dickblick.com/products/yasutomo-liquid-sumi-
ink/?clickTracking=true&wmcp=pla&wmcid=items&wmckw=20827-
1006&campaign=Blick%20Shopping%20-
%205&adgroup=Shopping%205&keyword=&matchtype=e&msclkid=5794b103df3317cbfba3d3b9dab6e0d
8&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Blick%20Shopping%20-
%205&utm_term=4577198192188943&utm_content=Shopping%205 
 

➢ https://www.amazon.com/Corciosy-Shanlian-Watercolor-Calligraphy-
Japanese/dp/B075KHTLNR/ref=sr_1_7?crid=R6FGJ6QA74I5&keywords=corciosy+chinese+calligraphy+br
ushes+gift+set&qid=1656352238&sprefix=corciosy%2Caps%2C102&sr=8-7 These brushes are flexible, 
give the most line variation and allows for greater control 
 

➢ (3) Mason jar, buckets, palettes and/or containers. Arrowmont has some for you all to use if you can’t 
travel with them.  Ideally you would have three. One for clean water, one for cleaning and one for 
washes.   
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➢ A destination (physical or emotional), idea, emotion, or problem.  The workshop will be engaging with 
questions, ideas and thoughts. Drawing as a tool will be applied and given. Answers are not guaranteed to 
be solved or seen during the workshop. However, they will be sought after. 

➢ Flash drive (to protect and save data to and from Library computers) 
➢ Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 

 
 
The Supply Store has a small selection of materials for all mediums. If you intend on purchasing 
items from the store once you arrive on campus, please reach out to our supply store to ensure we 
have those materials in stock. Call 865-436-5860 Ext. 25 or email store@arrowmont.org  
 
MATERIALS FEES: $20.00-$75.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              

 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

 
Jadamsdesigns05@gmail.com 
www.thejonathanadams.com 
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